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Abstract.

This work focuses on obtaining the analytical formulas for

covariance matrix for covariance estimators of MLEs of standardized factor
loadings with raw-varimax rotation in factor analysis. This is an extension of our
previous work for unrotated case and we employed the same approach; as a
first step, we expressed all the coordinatewise formulas that were previously
derived by other researchers in terms of matrices.

Then we obtained the

necessary derivatives which map the differential of the sample covariance (or
correlation) matrix (in vector form) into the differential of covariance estimators
(in vector form). In obtaining the derivatives, we made extensive use of vec
operator, Kronecker (direct) product, and the relevant properties.

Key words and phrases: asymptotic normality, covariance estimator,
asymptotic covariance matrix, factor analysis, factor loadings, Kronecker (direct)
product, maximum likelihood estimator, vec operator, standardization, raw
varimax rotation (transformation).
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1. Introduction

Let Xj (i

= 1, ... , n) be a p x 1 random vector of observations with E(Xi) =0 and

covariance matrix L, A be a p x m matrix of factor loadings; f j be a m x 1 vector
of factor scores, and Cj be a p x 1 vector of unique factors. Then the factor
analysis model is expressed as

for i = 1, ..., n, with the assumptions

where 'P is a positive definite diagonal matrix. That is, the assumptions in (1.1)
state that the factor scores f j and the unique factors Cj are centered; f j and Cj are
uncorrelated; the elements of Cj corresponding to different variables in Xi are
uncorrelated, and the variances of Cj are positive.
Furthermore, we assume the orthogonal model in which the factors are
uncorrelated. Thus the covariance matrix of f is diagonal, that is,
Cov(f j)

=E(fH) =1m.

and it follows that the covariance (or correlation) matrix of Xi is expressed as

L

=AA' + 'P.

Thus, in factor analysis, the covariance structure of Xj is expressed in terms of
the factor loading matrix A and the unique variances 'P.
In maximum likelihood estimation in factor analysis, we further assume that
the vectors of observation Xj'S are random samples from a normal population
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with mean vector

°

and covariance matrix 1:. Maximization of the log likelihood

function is equivalent to minimization of the discrepancy function F(1:, S):
F(1:, S)

=tr(S1:- 1) - logIS1:- 1

1-

p,

where S is an unbiased estimate of 1:. By differentiating F(1:, Sn) with respect to
A and '1', and setting them to a null matrix, with some further algebra, we obtain
the following two equations:
(1.2)

(S - 1:)'1'-1 A

(1.3)

'I'

=0,

=Diag(S - AN),

where Diag(A) denotes the diagonal matrix whose elements are the diagonal
elements of the square matrix A. The two equations (1.2) and (1.3) cannot be
solved analytically, and we must use some numerical approximation to solve
them. Several numerical methods for maximum-likelihood factor analysis have
been developed based on such algorithms as the Fletcher-Powell, the NewtonRaphson, and the Gauss-Newton algorithms (See e.g., Clarke (1970), Jennrich
and Robinson (1969), Joreskog (1967, 1977), and Lee and Jennrich (1979)).
The formulas for the asymptotic covariance matrix of MLEs of (unrotaied)
factor loadings were first obtained by Lawley (1967), and they were
systematically presented in Chapter 5 of Lawley and Maxwell (1971), including
the case with standardized factor loadings. There are some mistakes in the
formulas presented by Lawley and Maxwell (1971), and they were found and
corrected by Jennrich and Thayer (1973).

The formulas for the asymptotic

covariance matrix of estimators of orthogonally rotated factor loadings (with the
orthomax criterion, including quartimax, varimax, and equimax rotations) were
obtained by Archer and Jennrich (1973).

In the case of the asymptotic

covariance matrix for obliquely rotated factor loadings (Le., direct oblimin and
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direct Crawford-Ferguson rotations), Jennrich (1973) gave the necessary
formulas.

Jennrich (1974) introduced a simplified method of obtaining the

asymptotic covariance matrix (including for the standardized and rotated case)
by use of the inverse of an augmented information matrix.
This work focuses on obtaining the analytical formulas for the asymptotic
covariance matrix for covariance estimators of MLEs of standardized factor
loadings with raw-varimax rotation in factor analysis. Hayashi and Sen (1996)
showed the asymptotic normality of covariance estimators of MLEs of factor
loadings in factor analysis and obtained the explicit formulas for the asymptotic
covariance matrix for covariance estimators of MLEs of factor loadings.
We should note that the formulas presented in Hayashi and Sen (1996) are
for the unstandardized and unrotated case. In actual practice of factor analysis,
however, the estimates of factor loadings

(q, ii)

A = (i ir)

and unique variances

'J1

=

are often obtained from a sample correlation matrix rather than an

unstandardized sample covariance matrix.

In fact, most of the examples in

standard factor analysis texts (e.g., Basilevsky (1994), Lawley and Maxwell
(1971)) obtain solutions from a sample correlation matrix.
In addition, a rotation (Le., a transformation) is normally performed on the
factor loading matrix after the initial solutions of MLEs have been obtained. To
obtain the MLEs of factor loadings, we introduce the constraints that
(1.4)
is a diagonal matrix. The constraints in (1.4) are to remove the indeterminacy
regarding orthogonal rotations and for convenience from the point of view of
computing the solutions of MLEs, not because the estimates of factor loadings
obtained under such constraints have an intrinsic meaning. Therefore, almost
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always we prefer the rotated solution which is obtained under the criterion that
the interpretation of factors is easy and clear.
Thus considering the importance of standardization and rotation, the present
study extends our previous work (Hayashi and Sen (1996)) to the case of
standardized and rotated (estimators of) factor loadings.

2. Effects of standardization

When we use the correlation matrix, the analysis results in the (estimates of)
standardized factor loadings
variances
loadings

Vt jj#'

i

ir# and the (estimates of) standardized unique

which are related to the (estimates of) unstandardized factor

i ir and the

(estimates of) unstandardized unique variances

Vt ii

with

the following equations:
A

II. ir

(2.1 )

= s ij 1/2

'

A

(2.2)

A

filii

#

_
-

'" ii
Sij ,

where Sji is the sample variance for the i-th variable. By use of an expansion,
(2.1) and (2.2) can also be expressed as
(2.3)

1
= II. ir - (T)J"ir(Sii - 1) + op(n- 1/2 ),

(2.4)

= Vt ij - "'ii(Sii - 1) + op(n- 1/2 ),

A

as are given in Lawley and Maxwell (1971). The matrix expressions for (2.3)
and (2.4) are
A

#

(2.5)

A

(2.6)

~#

=A
A

1
- (T)(Diag(S) - Ip)A + op, p x m(n- 1/2 ),

= ~ - '¥(Diag(S) - Ip) + op, P x p(n- 1/2 ),
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where S is the sample correlation matrix; Diag(S) is a diagonal matrix whose
elements are the diagonal elements of S; Ip is the p x p identity matrix; and the
order of the matrix of the remainder term op, p x m(n- 1/2 ) is P x m.
Let A =vec(A) denote the pm x 1 vector listing m columns of the p x m matrix
A starting from the first column. Likewise, denote",

= vec('P).

Also, let S1

=

vech(S) denote the column vector consisting of elements on and below the
diagonal of the square matrix S, starting with the first column (c.f., e.g., Searle
(1982)). Then using (2.5) and (2.6), the derivatives of A and", with respect to S1
(evaluated at S

=L) are expressed as
aA#

(2.7)
(2.8)

where Kp**

aA

as l'

1
= as l' -(2HA'®l p)Kp**G p,

a'll'
as l'

= as l'

= diag(vec(l p)),

a",

- (/p®'P)Kp**G p,

Le., the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements

are vec(l p); G p is a p2 x (1/2)p(p + 1) unit matrix defined such that vec(S) =
Gpvech(S) for any p x p matrix S; and ® is the Kronecker (direct) product
operator.
Alternatively, instead of taking into account the standardization effect at the
level of the derivatives of A and", as in (2.7) and (2.8), we can make the
adjustment for standardization at the level of the derivatives of the covariance
estimators of the MLEs of factor loadings. Let V#

= (n) Cov( i

#) be the sample

size n times the estimated covariance matrix for the MLEs of the standardized
factor loadings

i

# arranged as a vector, and let V# = (n) Cov( i #) be the

estimator of Vi. Note that the order of V# is pm x pm. Let v#
v#

=(n)vech( Cov( i i)) be the estimator of vi.

= vech(V#) and let

The following theorem states the

asymptotic normality of {n (v# - vi) when we have the asymptotic normality of

{n (S - L).
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Theorem 1. Let v#

= (n)vech(Cov( i #)) and let ,,# = (n)vech( Cov( i #))

estimator ofv#. Then ,,# ~ v# a.s. as n ~

00.

be the

Furthermore, let the assumptions

(i) - (iii) in Theorem 12.1 of Anderson and Rubin (1956) hold, Le.,

(i) 4>#4> is nonsingular, i.e., the determinant 14>#4>1

:¢:

0, where 4> is defined as

(2.9)
(ii) A and'P are identified by the condition that r in (1.4) is diagonal and the

diagonal elements are different and ordered.
(iii) The sample correlation matrix S converges to L

=AA' + 'P, in prob, and -{n

(S - L) has a limiting normal distribution.

Then

-{i1 (,,# - v#)

has a limiting normal distribution.

Proof. Let V be the sample size n times the estimated covariance matrix for the
MLEs of the unstandardized factor loadings
be the estimator of V. Let v

i

arranged as a vector, and let

=vech(V) and" be the estimator of v.

V

First note that

just as " is a function of the sample covariance matrix S* and v is the function of
the population covariance matrix L* (See Theorems 1 and 2 of Hayashi and
Sen (1996)), ,,# is a function of the sample correlation matrix Sand v# is the
function of the population correlation matrix L. Also, ,,# is continuous at S
Since S ~ L a.s. as n ~

00,

= L.

we instantly obtain the strong consistency of ,,# by

use of Theorem 2.3.4 of Sen and Singer (1993). For the asymptotic normality,
we express

-{i1 (,,# - v#)

as

(2.10)
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where

av#
as l'

is the matrix of partial derivatives of v# with respect to Sl

vech(S) evaluated at S

=

= L, which is a nonstochastic matrix depending only on

the population parameters, and q

= (1/2)pm(pm

+ 1). Conditions (i) and (ii)

imply that the elements of v# are identifiable. Thus the result follows directly
from the asymptotic normality of

-In (S - L) in condition (iii) and equation (2.10).

Q.E.D.
Now, we will give the explicit expression for the covariance matrix for y#:
av#
av#
Cov(y#) = ( as l' ) (COV(Sl)) ( as l' )',

(2.11 )

where

av#
as l'

is the matrix of partial derivatives of v# with respect to Sl

vech(S) evaluated at S

= L.

=

(Here, S is the sample correlation matrix and 1: is

the population correlation matrix, as before.) The formula for COV(Sl) is given
by Neudecker and Wesselman (1990) and is
(2.12)

COV(Sl)

=Lp(Cov(vec(S*)))Lp',

where
Lp

= Hp{l p2 - (1/2)(l p2 + Kpp)(lp®1:)(Hp'HpKppHp'Hp)}
{(dg(L*))-1/2®(dg(L*))-1/2};

dg(U)

=vec(Diag(U)) for any square matrix U; Kpp is defined such that

Kppvec(S)
'.'

= vec(S') for any p x p matrix S; Hp = (G p'G p)-lG p', and Cov(vec(S*)),

Le., the formula for covariance matrix for the vector form of a sample covariance
matrix S* when the vectors of observation
given in, e.g., Muirhead (1982) ana is
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Xi'S

are from a normal distribution, is

(2.13)

Cov(vec(S*))

1
=(n:-:r-)(l
p2 + ~pp)(:£*®:£*),

where :£* is the population covariance matrix. Thus our only remaining task is
av#
to obtain the explicit expression for the matrix of partial derivatives as 1
We
I

•

employed the same approach as in Hayashi and Sen (1996) in obtaining
av#
as 1
as a first step, we expressed all the coordinatewise formulas derived by
I

;

Archer and Jennrich (1973) in terms of matrices.

Then we obtained the

necessary derivatives which map the differential of the sample correlation
matrix (in vector form) into the differential of covariance estimators (in vector
form).

In obtaining the derivatives, we made extensive use of vec operator,

Kronecker (direct) product, and the relevant properties discussed in Magnus
and Neudecker (1988). The generic steps are given in section 5 of Hayashi
and Sen (1996) and are replicated in the appendix. The actual derivation is,
however, too involved to show here. The details of proofs are given in Hayashi
and Sen (in preparation).
Let V = (n) Cov( i) = (n Cov( i ir,

i js)) = (Vir,js)

be n times the covariance

matrix for the MLEs of the unstandardized factor loadings, as before; let vdg(S)
denote the column vector whose elements are the diagonal elements of the
square matrix S; let E#

= (n/2)Cov(vdg( Ijt#)) = (eij#) be n/2 times the covariance

matrix for the MLEs of the standardized unique variances; likewise let E =
(n/2)Cov(vdg( Ijt))

=(eij) be n/2 times the covariance matrix for the MLEs of the

unstandardized unique variances. The formula for E is given by Lawley and
Maxwell (1971), which is
(2.14)

E

=(<1>#<1»-1,
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where # is the elementwise product operator, and <I> has already been defined
in (2.9). Furthermore, let W =(n)(Cov( i ir, Sjj))

=(Wir,j) be n times the covariance

matrix for the MLEs of the unstandardized factor loadings and the sample
variances Sjj. Note that the order of V is pm x pm, the order of W is pm x p, and
the orders of E# and E are p x p.
The formula that connects (n times) the covariance of the standardized and
the unstandardized factor loadings as well as the formula that connects (n
times) the covariance of the standardized and the unstandardized unique
variances are given in coordinate form in Lawley and Maxwell (1971), which
are
111

(2.15)

=Vir,js - (y)AjSWir,j - (y)Wjs,i + (y)AirAjs<Jij2 ,

(2.16)

=2eij - 40ij"'l + 2"'ii"'jj<Jjj2 ,

where <Jij is the (i, j)-th element of 1:;

oij =1 if i =j, and Oij =0 if i :I: j; and

m

Wir,j

=2 L (Ajsair,js) +. 2",lbj,ir,
s=1

with the expressions for the coefficients air,js and bj,ir are given in equations
(16), (17), and (18) of Hayashi and Sen (1996).
Next, we express the above coordinatewise formulas in terms of matrices.
The matrix expressions for the equations (2.15) and (2.16) are
(2.17)

V#

=V - (1/2)(1 m'®W)(diag(A)) - (1/2)(diag(A))(1 m®W')
+ (1/2)(diag(A))(1 m1m'®(1:#1:))(diag(A)),

(2.18)

2E#

=2E - 4'f'3 + 2'f'(1:#1:)'f',

where
W

=2A(diag(A))(1 m®l p) + 28''f'2,
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with the matrix expressions for A and B being given in equations (21) and (28)
of Hayashi and Sen (1996); and E being defined in (2.14) above.

Thus the

matrices of derivatives of v# and of e# with respect to S1 are obtained from
(2.16) and (2.17), and are
(2.19)
av#
as

l'

av

= as l'

-

(1/2)Hpm(lp2m2 + Kpm,pm)(diag(A)®lpm)

aw
(I m®Kp1®lpm)(1 m®l p2m)( as l'

)

+ Hpm { diag(A)®diag(A)}(Im®K pm ®l p)(1 m2®lp2)Gp(diag(cr»

+ (1/2)Hpm{(diag(A»(1m1m'®(1:#1:»®lpm - 1m'®W®l pm
+ Ipm®(diag(A»(1 m1m'®(1:#1:» - Ipm®1m'®W}Kpm*(

a~~ , ),

(2.20)
ae#
as l'

ae

{

}

a'l'

+ Hp 'P(1:#1:)®l p + Ip®'P(1:#1:) - 6(l p®'P 2) (a S ~ , )

= as l'

+ 2H p('P®'P)G p(cr1 q'),
where
,.
}
aa
ab
pm Gpm( as l' ) + 2('P2®l pm)Kp,pm( as l' )
=2{ (1 m®lp)(dlag(A»®l
,

*

aA

,a'l'1

+ 2(1 m ®lp®A)K pm ( as l' ) + 4(l p®B 'P)( as l' ),
and Hpm and G pm are of order (1/2)pm(pm + 1) x p2m2 and p2m2 x (1/2)pm(pm

+ 1), and defined such that vec(V*)

=Gpmvech(V*) and Hpm =(G pm 'G pm)-1 Gpm ';

Ka,b is of order ab x ab and is defined such that vec(Y')

= Ka,bvec(Y) for any a x

b matrix Y; Kpm * is of order p2m2 x pm and is define~ such that Kpm*A
vec(diag(A»; q**

=(1/2)p(p + 1) and cr =vech(1:).
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=

Finally, if we wish to obtain the asymptotic covariance matrix for e#
(n/2)vech(Cov(vdg( ",#))), Le. Cov(e#), replace aa;:
aae#
S1

I

I

=

in RHS of (2.11) by

.In (2.19.
) T he strong consistency
' f
A# and the asymptotic
'norma
I 'Ity 0 f
0 e

{n (e# - e#) are proven in exactly the same way as in the proof for Theorem 1.
3. Raw varimax rotation

Next, we discuss the effects of a rotation. There are several different criteria
for rotation. In this study, we employ the raw varimax rotation (Kaiser (1958)),
which is a special case of a class called the orthomax criteria.

(See e.g.,

Harman (1976) for the orthomax criteria and other criteria for rotation.)

=(Air*) be the factor loading matrix after rotation; A =(Air) be the factor
loading matrix before rotation, and T = (tsr) is the m x m transformation matrix.
Let A*

Then the raw varimax rotation is an orthogonal rotation
(3.1 )

A*

=AT

and

T'T

=1m

such that the variance of squared factor loadings

is maximized.
The necessary formulas for the covariance matrix of estimators of factor
loadings with raw varimax rotation are given in Archer and Jennrich (1973),

A* be the raw-varimax
i * =vec( A*) be its vector form.

Jennrich (1974), and Jennrich and Clarkson (1980). Let

rotated estimator of factor loading matrix and let
A
A
A
Let V* =(n)Cov(A *) =(n COV(Air*, Ajs*)) be the sample size n times covariance
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matrix for the estimators of raw Varimax rotated factor loadings arranged as a
vector, and V= (n)Cov( i) = (n Cov( i ir,

i

js)) be n times covariance matrix for

. the estimators of unrotated factor loadings arranged as a vector. Note that both
V* and V are pm x pm matrices. The coordinatewise expression given in Archer
and Jennrich (1973) is
A

(3.2)

A

COV(Air*, Ajs*) =

dhir

L

A

Cov( A mu,

-~

mnuv dAmu

dhjs

A

A nv) --=--

dAnv '

where
m-1
(3.3)

= Oijtsr -

m

m

d~

L L L (eirUV ( d A~: ) tst).

u=1 v=u+1 t=1

It

Here, t sr is the (s, r) element of the transformation matrix T, and E* = (eiruv) has
elements

m

~1

(3.4)

eiruv =

L A.itLI(t,r),I(u,v) - L A.it*L!(r,t),I(u,v),
t=1

t=r+1

where Uj in equation (3.4) is the (Lj) element of the inverse of the matrix L, and
the (I(r,s), I(u,v)) element of L is

(3.5)

p (

LI(r,s),I(u,v) = ~
L
i=1

d~rs

A.iu* d"l
I\,,'IV*

A.' * d~rs )
- IV dAiu* '

with I(r, s) = (1/2)(r - 1)(2m - r) + (s - r), 1 :::; r < S :::; m, and I(u, v) = (1/2)(u - 1)(2m u) + (v - u), 1 :::; u < v :::; m. For 1 :::; r < s:::; m,
(3.6)

~~~*

= 3Air*2A.is* - A.is*3 Ir
d~rs
d~sr
dAis* = - dAis* '

(f){ A.is*

f

(Ajr*2 - Ajs*2) + 2 Air*

j=1
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f

j=1

(Ajr*Ajs*)} ,

a~rs

aAit*

=0 , for all t:;:. s.

Now, we give the matrix expressions for all the coordinatewise formulas
presented above. First, n time the equation (3.2) is expressed in matrix form as
V*

(3.7)

(ah )V( ah )'

=~

~'

ah. h
.
. f
ahir.
)
. f
h
were
-a
'I ,
IS t e matrix expression or a
In (3.3 and IS 0 the form
Ajs

I\,

aA.' =(Ipm - E* a~~' )(T'®lp),
ah

(3.8)

with the matrix expressions corresponding to equations (3.4) - (3.6) given by the
following three equations:
(3.9)

E*

(3.10)

L

(3.11)

a A*'

a~

= {Im®A*)KmL-1,
=(aa;*, )(l m®A*)(J m(2) - Jm(1»),

=Jm(2) ,(Kmm . 1m2) ~m { Dm2,i K mm( aa~(+)}
A *' )Dpm,i ,
1=1

where
(3.12)
a~(+)

aA*'

= 3(1 m1m'®(A*#A*)')#(1 m'®A*'®1 m) -1 m'®(A*#A*#A*)'®1 m

-(+)[(1 m'®A*'®1 m)#{ 1m®J m(3)(vec(A*'A*))1 pm'
- J m(3)(vec(A*'A*))®1 m1pm'} + 2(1 m1m'®A*')#(vec(A*'A*)) 1pm'];
Km

=(K(1)', K(2)', ..., K(m)')' is a m2 x (1/2)m(m - 1) matrix with a m x (1/2)m(m - 1)

unit matrix K(r) which has 1's in the (i, I(i,r)) elements, 1 :::; i :::; r - 1; -1's in the (r +
i, I(r, r + i)) elements, 1 :::; i:::; m - r; O's in the rest of the elements; and I(i, r) is
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= (1/2)(i

defined such that I(i, r)

- 1)(2m - i) + (r - i),

1:::; i < r:::; m.

(The

components of K(r)' are arranged as in Table 1.) Dm2,i is a m2 x m2 block
diagonal matrix with m blocks (of order m x m) whose i-th block is an identity
matrix and the rest of m - 1 blocks are null matrices; Dpm,i is a pm x pm block
diagonal matrix with m blocks (of order p x p) whose i-th block is an identity
matrix and the rest of m - 1 blocks are null matrices.
(Jm,iJm,j')®lm and Dpm,i

That is, Dm2,i

=

=(Jm,iJm,j')®lp where Jm,i =(0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ..., 0)' is a m-

dimensional unit vector whose i-th element is 1 and the rest are O's. J m(1) and
J m(2) in (3.10) and (3.11) are m2 x (1/2)m(m - 1) unit matrices whose
components are presented in Tables 2 and Table 3, respectively. Finally, Jm(3)
in (3.12) is a m x m2 unit matrix defined as
(Column numbers of 1's)
m+2

1

(row 1)
(row 2)
(row 3)

(m-2)m+(m-1)

2m+3

o
o

10
0 0 ... 0 1 0 ...
0 0
... 0 1 0 ...

(row m-1) 0 0
(row m) 0 0

o
... 0 1 0 ...

o

0
1

i

Let V* = (n) cov( *) be the estimator of V*. Let v* = vech(V*) and y* =
vech(V*). The following theorem states the strong consistency of y* and the
asymptotic normality of {n (y* - v*) when we have the asymptotic normality of

{n (8 -1:).
Theorem 2. Let v*

= (n)vech(Cov(i*))

estimator ofv*. Then y*

~

v* a.s. as n

(i) - (iii) in Theorem 1 hold. Then

and let y*
~

00.

{n (y* - v*)
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= (n)vech(Cov(i*))

be the

Furthermore, let the assumptions
has a limiting normal distribution.

Proof. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, replacing v# and v# with v* and v*,

respectively. Q.E.D.
Now, we will give the explicit expression for the covariance matrix for v*; it is
too involved to include the actual derivation steps. Details of proofs are, again,
given in Hayashi and Sen (in preparation). The covariance matrix Cov( v*) is
given by
av*

(3.13)

where

Cov(v*)
av*
as l'

=( as l'

av*
) (COV(S1)) ( as l' )',

is the matrix of partial derivatives of v* with respect to S1

vech(S) evaluated at S

= L.

=

The formula for COV(S1) is given by (2.12) for the

standardized case, or by (2.13) (which need to be premultiplied by Hp and
postmultiplied by Hp') for the unstandardized case. What remains to be given is
the explicit expression for the derivative of V* with respect to S1. The matrix of
derivatives of v* can be obtained exactly in the same way as in the standardized
ah
.
case discussed in section 2. Let h* =vec(~). Then by the chain rule,

av
where the expression for as l'

is given in equation (40) of Hayashi and Sen

(1996) for the unstandardized case, or, for the standardized case, it is given by

av#
as l'

(3.14)

in (2.19) in section 2; and
av*
av'
av*
ah*'

ah

ah

=Hpm ( ~ ® ~ )G pm ,
ah

=Hpm(lp2m2 + Kpm,pm)((~)V®lpm),
- 17 -

a~

a~*

ae*

=- (T®l p2m){(( aA. *Y®lpmH as l' ) + (lpm®E*HaS1 ,)}

(3.15)

+ {lpm®(l pm - E*( aa;* ,))}(Im®Kpm®lpHlm2®vec(lp))

at

Kmm ( as l' ),

where e*

a~

= vec(E*); ~* = vec( aA.*');

a~
ah.
aA.*' and ~ In (3.15) and (3.14) are

ah*
given in (3.11) and (3.8), respectively. Furthermore, note that as l'
a~*

ae*
is expressed in terms of the three matrices of derivatives: as 1"

at
aS1"

First

in (3.15)

as 1' ' and

ae*
is of the form
, aS1'
aA.*

=(L-1®lpmHKm'®lpm)(lm®Kmm®lpHvec(lm)®lpmH as l'

(3.16)

)

- {lq*®((lm®A*)K m)}(L-1®L-1)G q*( a ~.e1' ),

where f. = vech(L), q* = (1/2)m(m - 1); and Gpm , Hpm , and Gq* are defined such
that vec(V)

= Gpmv, Hpm =(Gpm'Gpm)-1Gpm', and vec(L) = Gq*vech(L) = Gq*f.,

respectively. Second,

a~*

as 1

I

is of the form

(3.17)

where

~(+)* = vec( ~~:), ), and finally the expression for
at
as 1'

a~,
aA.
= G(m)( a A. *' )(T ®I p)( as 1

- 18 -

I

a:1'

).

is

where the element of G(m) (of order m2 x (1/2)m(m - 1)) is obtained by noting the
similarity to eiruv in (3.4) and is of the form

m

~1

giruv

=L titL!(t,r),I(u,v) - L titL!(r,t),I(u,v),
t=1

with I(r,s)

t=r+1

= (1/2)(r - 1)(2m - r) + (s - r);

1 :5 i, r, s:5 m, 1 :5 j :5 p, 1 :5 u < v :5 m, or

alternatively, G(m) has the matrix form
G(m)
where K m

=(I m®T)KmL-1,

=(K(1)', K(2)', ... , K(m)')' is, as before, a m2 x (1/2)m(m - 1) matrix with a

m x (1/2)m(m - 1) unit matrix K(r) defined in Table 1.
ae*
Next, a s l' in (3.16) is expressed in terms of the two matrices of derivatives
and

, and we need the expressions for these.

expression for

and

a

ae*
as l'

~f1 '

'

First, the

is obtained from (3.1) and is of the form

which is another matrix of derivatives inside the expression of

in (3.16), has the form

=Hq*{ (J m(2)' - Jm(1 )')(Im®A*')®I q*}( aai~ , )
~

a~

+ Hq *{(J m(2)' - J m(1)')®( af... *' )}(lm®Kmm®lp)(vec(lm)®lpm)( as l' ),

- 19 -

where H q* is a matrix with dimension (1/2)q*(q* + 1) X q*2

=(1/8)m(m - 1)(m2 - m

+ 2) x (1/4)m 2(m - 1)2 such that Hq*vec(L) = vech(L) = f. Finally, we need one
more matrix of derivatives

a~(+)*
as l'

a~

*
a~*
(+) to obtain
in (3.17). The formula for
aS1'
aS1'

aA*

= [6E1 (A*1 q**'#( as l'

))]#[E2(KpmA*®1 m)1 q**']
aA*

+ [3E1 (A*#A*) 1q**']#[E2E3( as l' )]
- 3E4E3(A*1q**'#A*1q**'#(

a~A; , ))

- (f){[E4 E3( aasA: ' )]#[Es(lm®A*')A*1 q**']
aA*

+ [E4(K pm A*®1 m) 1q**']#[Es{(A*'®lm)Kpm + {Im®A*')}( as 1 ' )]
aA*

+ [2E 1( as l' )]#[Es(lm®A*')A*1 q**']
aA*

+ [E7(1 m2®KpmA*) 1q**']#[Es{(A*'®lm)Kpm + (Im®A*')}( as 1 ' )]},

where q**

=(1/2)p(p + 1), and

E1
E2
E3
E4
Es
Es
E7

=(I m®Kpm ®l m)(1 m2®lpm)Kpm,
=(I m®Kp1®l m2)(1 m®l pm2)(l p®K1 m®l m),
=(l pm ®1 m)Kpm ,
=(Im®Kp1®lm2)(1m®lpm2)(lp®K1m®lm),
=(Kpm,m®l m){(1 m®l pm2)(1 pm®J m(3») - {Im®1 pm2)Jm(3)},
= 1pm ®l m2,
=2(l m®Kpm ®l m).

In summary, we have given the formulas for the matrices of partial derivatives,
which are necessary for the expression of the asymptotic covariance matrix for

- 20-

covariance estimators y* for estimates of factor loadings with raw-varimax
rotation given in equation (3.13). The matrices of derivatives are defined in a
nested fashion and may look more complicated than those necessary for
computing the asymptotic covariance matrix for y# for the standardized case
defined in equation (2.11), however, both of them are straightforward matrix
expressions.

- 21 -
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Table 1. Components of unit matrix Kl r)
Row no. of Kro
123

r-2

r-1

r r+1 r+2 r+3

m

Column no. of KW
1

r-2
1(1 ,r) =r - 1

r

1(2,r)

=(r-1 )+(m-2)

l(r-1,r)

=(1/2)(r-2)(2m-r+1)+1

l(r,r+1) = (1/2)(r-1)(2m-r)+1

a
a
1 a
a
a
a 1 a
a
a
0
a
a
a
a

a

0

I(r,m)

=(1/2)(r-1)(2m-r)+(m-r)

(1/2)m(m - 1)

a
a
0

- 24-

1

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
0
a
a
a
a
a -1 a
a -1 a
a
-1 a
a -1
a
a

Table 2. Components of unit matrix J m(1)

01 x (m-1)
1 m-1
02x(m-1)
(m-2) x (m-1)
0

o
0
0
0
0
0

01 x (m-2)
(m-1) x (m-2)
02 x (m-2)
1 m-2
03 x (m-2)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

o (m-2) x 2
12

o (m-2) x 1
o 2x 1

01x2
Omx2

0(m-1)x1
11
mx 1

o

o (m-1) x2

o

Note: I's are identity (sub)matrices and O's are null (sub)matrices. The
subscripts indicate the order of the submatrix.

Table 3. Components of unit matrix J m(2)

o mx 1
11
0(m-1)x1
2x 1
(m-2) x 1

o
o
0
0
0
0
0

Omx2
01x2
(m-1) x 2
12
(m-2) x 2

o

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

03 x (m-2)
1 m-2
02 x (m-2)
(m-1) x (m-2)
01 x (m-2)

0

o

o

o

(m-2) x (m-1)
02x(m-1)
1m-1
01 x (m-1)

Note: I's are identity (sub)matrices and O's are null (sub)matrices. The
subscripts indicate the order of the submatrix.
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ApPENDIX

The matrices of partial derivatives in this paper were obtained in the following
generic steps: Suppose we wish to obtain the matrix of partial derivatives of the
product of two matrices in vector form, Le., vec(UW) with respect to S1 =
vech(S). Let the orders of U and W be m x nand n x q, respectively.
(i) Obtain the differential for the matrix. Use the product rule of the differential:

d(UW)

=(dU)W + U(dW) + 0p, m x q(n-1/2).

(ii) Put vec operator to the differential, forming
vec(d(UW))

=vec((dU)W) + vec(U(dW)) + 0p, mq x 1(n-1/2).

(iii) Move the vec operator of the differential to the right-most side of the

equation by use of formulas given in, e.g., Magnus and Neudecker (1988), Le.,
d(vec(UW)) = (W'®lm)vec(dU) + (lq®U)vec(dW) + op, mq x 1(n- 1/2 ).
(iv) Form a matrix of derivatives from the differential, i.e.,
a
as 1,(vec(UW))

where u =vec(U) andw

au

=(W'®lmH as l'

=vec(W).
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aw
)

+ (lq®UH as l' ),

